
PAINTING, OIL or ACRYLIC with Genie Appel-Cohen 954 290-6430 
 

Welcome to art classes at The Coral Springs Museum of Art!  Mixed-Media means that you can 
bring ANY art supplies that you want to class; and I will teach you how to create beautiful 
paintings and drawings!  Good paint makes great paintings! 
 
Acrylic Paints:  (Please do not buy Artist Loft Paints from Michaels) 
Master Touch from Hobby Lobby:  Black, White, (large), Yellow, Red, Dark Green, Ultramarine Blue, 
Cerulean Blue, Orange, Burnt Sienna. 
Brushes:  Soft synthetic long handle brushes.  (1) ¼”, (1) ½” Filberts / (1) round detail brush. 
Hogs hair brushes:  (1) ½” Filbert, (1) ½” Flat (1) round detail brush 
Container for brushes 
Stretched Canvas:  (2) 11x14” to start 
Palette: Freezer paper from Walmart found where they sell aluminum foil (this is not wax paper). 
Paper Towel, Viva extra soft. 
Apron or old shirt 
1-2 pastel pencils for lay-out work on canvas, red or green 
Eraser 
Blue painter’s tape found in hardware stores 
1-1/2” chip brush (for backgrounds) found in hardware stores 
 
Oil Paints: 
Master Touch Oil Paints from Hobby Lobby:  Black, White, (large), Yellow, Red, Dark Green, Ultramarine 
Blue, Cerulean Blue, Orange, Burnt Sienna. 
Brushes:  Soft synthetic long handle brushes.  (1) ¼”, (1) ½” Filberts / (1) round detail brush. 
Hogs hair brushes:  (1) ½” Filbert, (1) ½” Flat (1) round detail brush 
Container for brushes 
Stretched Canvas:  (2) 11x14” to start 
Palette: Freezer paper from Walmart found where they sell aluminum foil (this is not wax paper). 
Paper Towel, Viva extra soft. 
Apron or old shirt 
1-2 pastel pencils for lay-out work on canvas, red or green 
Eraser 
Blue painter’s tape found in hardware stores 
1-1/2” chip brush (for backgrounds) found in hardware stores 
 
 
Please contact me directly for list for Pencil, Colored Pencil, and Charcoal drawing material list. 
THANK YOU! 
 
954 290-6430 


